NEUROSCIENCES SEMINAR SERIES

UC SAN DIEGO NEUROSCIENCES GRADUATE PROGRAM  WINTER 2020

TUESDAYS @ 4 PM  Center for Neural Circuits and Behavior | Marilyn G. Farquhar Seminar Room

JAN 07, 2020
JOHN KRAKAUER  Johns Hopkins University
Motor planning and motor skill in health and disease
Founder’s Lecture in honor of Dr. Robert Livingston*
Host: Christian Cazares [cazares@ucsd.edu]

JAN 14, 2020
GYÖRGY BUZSAKI  New York University
Ways to think about the brain
Host: Anja Payne [ahiggins@ucsd.edu]

JAN 21, 2020
CATHERINE DULAC  Harvard University
Molecular, cellular, and circuit levels control of social behaviors
Host: Ege Yalcinbas [eyalcinba@ucsd.edu]

JAN 28, 2020
JEREMIAH COHEN  Johns Hopkins University
Neuropsychology of dynamic decision making
Host: Bethanny Danskin [bdanskin@ucsd.edu]

FEB 4, 2020
DEBRA BANGASSER  Temple University
Sex differences in stress regulation of cognition and motivation
Host: Jillybeth Burgado [jburgado@ucsd.edu]

FEB 11, 2020
EMERY BROWN  MIT
Deciphering the dynamics of the unconscious brain under general anesthesia
Chair’s Lecture in honor of Dr. Leon Thai*
Host: Tim Sheehan [tsheehan@ucsd.edu]

FEB 25, 2020
DAVID AMARAL  UC Davis
A longitudinal analysis of autism spectrum disorder: The ups and the downs
Chair’s Lecture in honor of Dr. John O’Brien*
Host: Catie Profaci [cprofaci@ucsd.edu]

MAR 3, 2020
ELAINE HSIAO  UC Los Angeles
Microbiome interactions with the nervous system in health and disease
Host: Meghan Rossi [mijrossi@ucsd.edu]

MAR 10, 2020
DENISE CAI  Icahn School of Medicine at Mt. Sinai
Chasing after the ever changing memory trace
Host: Christopher Lee [crllee@ucsd.edu]

MAR 17, 2020
DANIEL DOMBECK  Northwestern University
Unlocking the secrets of the brain’s spatial memory system using functional imaging and virtual reality for mice
Host: Ryan Golden [rygolden@ucsd.edu]

*Founder’s Lecture and Chair’s Lectures sponsored by the Neuroscience Education Research Foundation (NERF).
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